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S.O.S - Moments in History
Established in 1935
• Frank Vittor and fifteen others met in an Italian restaurant downtown, a meeting from which came the
development of the society in order to promote the work of local sculptors, whom they felt lacked support from
the Pittsburgh arts community.
• According to Joseph Bailey Ellis, they were tired of having sculpture judged by a jury of tired painters who spent
all day with paintings.
• Frank Vittor served as the group’s first president. He created statues such as that of Honus Wagner outside PNC
Park (originally Forbes Field) and Christopher Columbus in Schenley Park.
• First exhibition was held in billiard room at Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce- weeks later it was moved to the
Congress of Women’s Clubs
• This first open juried exhibition received national attention in Time magazine.
1945
• One of the founding organizations in the formation of the Pittsburgh Center for the Arts (formerly the Arts
and Crafts Center); the SOS is a guild of the Pittsburgh Center for the Arts
1958
• Columbus Statue, Frank Vitor
•
A Columbus Monument Committee was organized in 1909 after Pittsburgh’s first Columbus Day celebration.
In 1951 at the Sons of Columbus National Convention in Pittsburgh
resolution was passed to erect a monument, pledged $50,000 (half
the total cost). After Vitor worked on it round the clock for 5
months, it was unveiled during a 21 gun salute in front of a 20,000
person audience
• “Sites: Public and Private”
• 		
Provided for completion and installation of winning
works in sculptor specified locations in city (Aaronel deRoy
Gruber’s Steelcityscape); approved by Pittsburgh Art Commission,
funded by Pennsylvania Council on the Arts through auspices of
the Three Rivers Arts Festival.
2001
• Sculpture Now exhibition at Pittsburgh Center for the Arts in
conjunction with/as part of the 19th International Sculpture
Conference
• S.O.S was host to The Annual International Sculpture Conference
presented by the International Sculpture Center
2006
• “Projects 2006”
•
Exhibition of sculpture at PPG Wintergarden
•
Exhibition held at the same time but was not associated with
The Three Rivers Arts Festival
•
Sculptures displayed outside
2010
• American Jewish Museum Exhibit celebrating 75 years of the
Society of Sculptors
2015
• Celebration of 80th Anniversary Exhibit, held at Seton Hill
University’s Harlan Gallery
Frank Vittor Honus Wagner Statue

S.O.S - Noteable Members
Josefa Filkosky

1933 – 1999
• Attended Seton Hill College, Carnegie Mellon
University, and Cranbrook Academy of Art
• Was a member of the Sisters of Charity from 1956
until 1974, then devoting life to art and teaching at
Seton Hill
• She exhibited across the country and her work was
nationally recognized, shown in NYC, Toronto,
and Washington D.C

Virgil Cantini

Sister Josefa Filkosky Pipe Dream IV

1970

February 28, 1919 in Italy – May 2009
• Served in the army in WWII
• After teaching at Schenley High School, he taught at the University of Pittsburgh for 38 years,
where he helped create their Department of Studio Arts
• Was named the Pittsburgh region's Artist of the Year in 1956 by the Pittsburgh Center for the
Arts
• Was founding member of Pittsburgh Plan for Art

Jerry Caplan

August 9, 1922 (Pittsburgh) - January 15, 2004
• Taught at Pittsburgh Center for the Arts and Chatham for
29 years
• Has work in the permanent collection of the Carnegie
Museum
• Pittsburgh Center for the Arts Artist of the Year in 1975,
Master Visual Artist, 1993

Aaronel deRoy Gruber

1918 – 2011
• Graduated from Carnegie Institute of Technology (now
CMU)
• 1981 Pittsburgh Center for the Arts Artist of the Year
• Has art in permanent collections at The Carnegie Museum
of Art, Butler Institute of American Art, the Westmoreland
Museum of American Art, the Frick Art Museum, the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. and the
Aaronel deRoy Gruber

Steelcityscape

S.O.S - Noteable Members
Frank Vittor Christopher Columbus Statue

Frank Vittor

January 1888 in Italy- January 1968
•
Studied under Auguste Rodin
•
Commission by Congress to pay homage to Lindbergh’s Flight

Jane Haskell

November 1923 – May 2013
•
Commissions for Steel Plaza Subway Station in Pittsburgh
as well as others, including in Logan Airport, Boston, and Ft.
Lauderdale Airport, FL.
•
Had three solo exhibitions at AIR Gallery in NY
•
Pittsburgh Center for the Arts Artist of the Year in 2006

James Myford

August 1940 (in Brackenridge)- May 2014
•
Created and sold sculptures to both private and corporate
collectors, and his work can be found in collections throughout
the US and abroad
•
Some public sculptures include: in Greensburg
Courthouse Square, Grandview Park-Mt. Washington, and at
the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Downtown
•
Taught art at Slippery Rock University for nearly 30 years

Louise Pershing

1904 (in Pittsburgh)- October 1987
•
Had 14 solo art shows and exhibited all around the US
•
Credited with opening the first private exhibition gallery

in Pittsburgh, Studio 130
• Arts and Crafts Center (Later Pittsburgh Center for the Arts) Artist of the Year, 1972
• 1983 named a Distinguished Daughter of Pennsylvania

Anders Anderson
www.redclaytileworks.com
Anders Anderson has been making custom tile in Pittsburgh since
1974. Anders started the business
with his wife Eileen after both
finished school at University of
Cincinnati, and Eileen had spent

time in Europe where she was exposed to European architectural ceramic
tile tradition.
While there are not a lot of tile makers in the area, Anders is unique in
that he has designed and built most of the equipment used in the making of tile. This includes the clay mixer, pug mill, tile presses, and many
smaller tools that he uses to execute his work. Often if Anders needs
something, he designs and builds it rather than buying it. In addition to
tool and machinery creation, he also has devised systems to produce a lot
of work efficiently in a rather small space.
Truss Bench, 2014, Wood and Steel, H19" x
W44" x D14"
Price: $2,500
Soffiato, 2013, Steel, H32” x W20” x D16”
Price: $900 (below)

Soffiato was inspired by a
mistaken perception of an object
observed through a light filtering
window shade that obscured its
detail but created what seemed to
be a very powerful and dramatic
form that I initially thought
was artwork. Closer inspection
revealed it to be something
entirely different but it became
the inspiration for this piece.
The linear and planar
characteristics of the initial vision/
perception were readily expressed
in the similar properties of steel.
I feel that it is important
not to explain too much about
a piece. To do so would is like
telling a reader exactly how the
novel ends. That said however, the
title translates to “windblown”.

Patricia Beachley
Member 12+ years
Pati Beachley is a sculptor who has
lived in Pittsburgh for the past 13
years. She moved to Pittsburgh to
teach at Seton Hill University in
Greensburg, PA, where she serves
as Director of the Art Program
and Associate Professor of Art.
She has a wife and twin daughters
who are nine years old. She exhibits
her work actively in Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Washington, DC, Virginia,
Maryland, and Tennessee. She has
had multiple solo shows over the
years, national shows, curated, and
juried exhibitions. Her studio and
foundry is in Pittsburgh where she
casts all her own metalwork. Originally from Baltimore, she attended
University of Maryland College
Park for her undergraduate degree,
studying with Anne Truitt and John
Ruppert. She received her Master of
Fine Arts degree in Sculpture from
Virginia Commonwealth University in Richmond studying with
Liz King, Myron Helfgott, Howard
Risatti, Kendall Buster, and Lester
Van Winkle. She contributes volunteer service to the larger arts community in Pittsburgh by serving on
multiple boards of arts organizations. She has served on the board
of SOS previously for seven years.
She exhibits annually with SOS
and encourages students to join the
organization.

16 Yarns: Did He Know It Was Your
First Time, 2014, Cast aluminum,
H8" x W42" x D3"
year: 2014 Price: $1,100
16 Yarns: I Thought Things Would
Be Different After the Baby Was
Born, 2013, Cast Aluminum, H8" x
W55" x 3" Price: $1500
These are a series of works that are
based on quotes from the MTV reality TV series “16 and pregnant”. The
series is aptly titled 16 yarns after
the age of the women in the show
and because each woman has her
own story to tell. Though each story
is unique, the women on the show
seemingly say almost exactly the
same sentiments about their experience regardless of where they live or
their situation. The works are made
by dipping yarn in wax and casting
it using the lost wax method. Aluminum is then poured into the molds,
producing a delicate, scrolling yarn
phrases cast in metal. By casting the
quotes out of metal, it adds a universal significance to a typical, if cliché
patterned sentiment.
Go, 2012,
Cast Aluminum and Wood, H9" x
W32" x D5" Price: $850
The work uses domestic house imagery, cast carpet, and used wood
to complicate the desertion of home.
As an individual, I have always had

trouble with coming and going, with
leaving. This work arises from that
relinquishment.
Hold,
2010, Cast Aluminum and Wood,
H30" x W26" x D6” Price: $3,200
Made from cast carpet, wood and
cast tape, this work engages in
themes of abandonment. From an
idea to hold onto a place, a person,
or unfilled need, the carpet and
used wood marks the fragmented
detritus left behind.
XO,
2010, Cast Aluminum and Wood,
H30" x W28" x D6" Price: $3,200
This sculpture takes its name from
the term hugs and kisses in the
format of XOXO, though the word
grafittied on the sculpture is backwards. One could see this as the
opposite of XOXO. The work is a
combination of wood and carpet
cast out of aluminum, hung on the
wall like a painting. The work uses a
tight language of abstract relationships with known objects; it stands
as the residue or stain of an event.
title: 16 Yarns: Did He Know It Was
Your First Time
medium:
cast aluminum
dimensions: H8” x W42” x D3”
year: 2014
price: $1,100

Peter Calaboyias
Member 45 years
I have been a member since
1970 and held office of President
1972-1976.
I attended both Penn State University and Indiana University
of PA, and am currently an Art
Professor. I work primarily in
bronze casting sculpture.
Some of my major personal accomplishments include; Founder Pittsburgh Society of Artists
and a commission for major
installation of bronze work at
Centennial Park, Atlanta, GA,
for the 1996 Summer Olympics.
Aegean Sun II, 2008, Bronze
Cast, H14"x W11" x D5"
Price: $6,500
I was inspired by watching the
sun set on the Aegean seemed to
dip in layers or pleats as it de-

scended into the sea. I’m always
searching for ideas to further my
concepts of form and space, and
for this piece, I found the flexibility of Bronze casting allowed for
the complex forms, textures and
colors.
Cauldron XII, 2000, Bronze
Cast, H14" x D 9" Price: $9,000
For this one, I was inspired looking at ancient cast bronze amphoras of ancient civilizations;
the shapes, textures and religious
importance of these vases were
fascinating to study. I think the
complexity of casting allows for
works that would not translate
well in fabrication of the work.

time when people moved past
these windows. This piece suggests objects from ancient Babylon, Egypt, and early Europe.
Open Wings, 2013, Bronze Cast,
H11" x W7" Price: $3,500
This is an image from mythology: Fall of Icarus. Mythology
has been an inspiration of artists
for many centuries. I think these
fables/myths will always fascinate people.

Loutroforo, 2000, Bronze Cast,
H19" x W9" x D5" Price: $10,000
Often we would walk up the
mountain to a place in the
rocks where cold water flowed
endlessly. It was refreshing to
drink and splash water on your
face during the hot summer
months on the island.
Loxo Window, 2010, Bronze
Cast, H42" x W8" x D4"
Price: $43,000
Forgotten and abandoned
structures found in distant sites
stand only walls with windows
that take your gaze into and
thru the structure. The window evokes the sense of a lost
title: Loxo Window		
medium: bronze cast dimensions: H42” x W8” x D4”
year: 2010		
price: $43,000

Thomas Como
title: Vessel
medium: wood
dimensions: H9” x W6” x D22”
year: 2011
price: $1,100

Member 20+ years
Thomas Como is currently
a Professor of Art at
Slippery Rock University
of Pennsylvania. He has
exhibited extensively in the
region with national and
international exhibitions, and
has been a member of the
Society of Sculptors for over
twenty years. His recent work
explores culture, artifact, tools,
mythology and belief systems.
This body of work represents a
continuing series of objects that
explore my interest in artifacts,
belief systems, tools and
materials
Curious Contrivances,
2014, Wood and Steel, 3
pieces each: length 140" x
diameter 12"
Price: $2,300

In the Shadow of the Temple,
2010, Wood and Lead,
H72" x W14" x D14"
Price: $900
Morte e Primavera, 2011, Wood,
2 pieces each: H13" x W7" x
D16" Price: $1,600
Pharaoh's Ride, 2010,
Wood and Lead, H14" x W9" x
D68 Price: $2,300
Vessel,
2011, Wood, H9" x W6" x D22"
Price: $1,100

Curious Contrivances,
2014, Wood and Steel, 3 pieces
each: length 140" x diameter 12"

Elizabeth Asche Douglas
Member 10+ years
www.douglasartgallery.com
Elizabeth Asche Douglas has a B FA
in painting & design from Carnegie
Institute of Technology (CMU),
and an MA in art history from the
University of Pittsburgh. In addition, she has had summer stipends
from the NEH to do work in black
art and literature at Southern University; art and faith at Marymount
University; and art and society at
the University of Pennsylvania.
Her primary professions have been
college professor in art history and
humanities, a painter and sculptor,
and a musician and vocalist. She
works in a variety of media and
engages many different subjects.
She describes herself as an artistic
chameleon.
After more than half a century in
the field, she has shown at quite a
number of exhibitions, accumulated many awards and distinctive achievements, and has made
numerous publications.
Bone Clone, Found Wood and
Bone, H19" x W19" x D5"
Price: $900
I wanted to try a different approach
to assemblage sculpture from found
materials, and I used my supply of a
cabinet maker’s s cast offs and odds
and ends. A touch of whimsy is at
work in the “bone clone” notion.
The work essentially involves the
interplay of triangular and trapezoidal positive and negative forms
and spaces confined within an open
square rectangular frame that incorporates the hanging background into
composition.

Deaf Audio Deck, Mixed Materials,
H16" x W12" x D12"
Price $500

Phantasm (pictured),
Found Wood, H34" x W16" x D13"
Price: $1,600

I made this piece to repurpose accumulated audiocassette tape cases.
The title gives a clue to the point
of view behind the assemblage. It
reflects on the changing technology
of our daily lives.

For this piece, I had scavenged a
couple of fantastic looking pieces
of driftwood that I wanted to contrast with machined wood scraps.
The title reflects its unexpected
combination of accidental elements.

Dude, 2003, Found Wood and
Paint, H36" x W17" x D15"
Price: $1,600
I made DUDE for a solo exhibition
on the theme “Out of the Scrap Bin”.
I received the materials from a local cabinet
maker who had given
me free rein to his scrap
bin. As this construction developed a near
human-like character, it
took on a kind of brash,
jaunty air that fit a
“dude.”
Maze, Found Wood,
H13" x W16" x D5"
Price: $500
I made this piece for
a “small works” show
for which the entries
were limited to a cubic
foot or less. I employed
familiar techniques for
negotiating a maze, and
used my studio‘s plentiful collection of wood
sticks.

Ashley Jean Hickey
www.ashleyhickey.com
Member 4 years
I have been a member of the SOS for four
years and have served as the Exhibitions
Co-Chair, the Vice- President, and as
of this year, the President. I received
my Bachelors Degree in Fine Arts
with a concentration in sculpture and
drawing, at California University of
Pennsylvania in 2011. I currently stay at
home with my 1-year-old daughter and
sell my artwork through exhibitions
and commissions. My primary medium
is dried moss on wood, arranged
abstractly. I also work with gypsum
casting, with a conceptual theme
In 2013, I won RAW Pittsburgh's Visual
Artist of the Year, resulting in multiple
solo exhibitions around Pittsburgh.
In 2008 and 2010, I won Best of Show
at the Annual Dr. Audrey Beth Fitch
Conference on Women's Studies at
California University of Pennsylvania.
Cherished,
2013, Gypsum, Plastic, and Moss, H10"
x W10" x D6" Price: NFS
These hands are a cast of my father's
hands; they are full of wrinkles and
character. I wanted to capture the
personality of his hands, while using
them to represent a sense of security
and warmth. In this sculpture, they
are sheltering a couple sitting on a
bench under two trees, protecting and
cherishing a simplicity many people hope
for in life. I chose to cast these hands
with alginate, a mold material that picks
up tremendous detail, and gypsum,
keeping the original white color as to not
hide any detail. The train model sized
figures are fascinating to me; I like using
a miniature scene to tell a story.
From the Woods (pictured), 2012,
Gypsum, Moss, and Paper, H12 x W8 x
D15" Price: $800
When I made this piece, I imagined
walking through the woods and reaching
down into the ground and pulling out

a chunk of the earth, beautiful and
swirling with color. This sculpture
represents exactly that, appreciating
and treasuring what is right in front of
us. Gypsum hands hold a sphere shaped
mound, covered in preserved moss
and lichen. I chose moss for its color,
texture, and workability, as well as its
representation of nature. Though it is
arranged in an abstract and unnatural
design, the moss symbolizes the beauty
of our surroundings, contrasting with the
white, hard surface of the hands.
In Our Hands, 2012, Gypsum, Wood,
Leaves, Seeds, and Resin, H20" x W20"
x D8" Price: $1,000
This sculpture shows the life cycle of one
leaf, with a piece of the process in each
hand. Arranged in a circle, the hands
hold some dirt, a seed, a pool of water,
a green leaf, and a dead leaf, coming
around to the dirt to return to its original
place. They symbolize the circle of life,
and how we as humans hold some power
over such fragile aspects of nature. I kept
the bright white gypsum to show the
contrast of the natural materials in each
palm. Our hands represent a lot about
whom we are and what
we choose to do with
them, I cast them to
show the individual
character in each one.

Pouring, 2013, Moss, Lichen, and
Acrylic on Birch Panel, 11”x14 Price:
$250
Swinging, 2013, Moss, Lichen, and
Acrylic on Birch Panel, 11”x14” Price:
$250
I refer to these pieces as my “moss
paintings,” where wood panels are
covered with preserved moss, arranged
as if it is seeping down and over the
canvas, clinging to the sides
and
blossoming in some areas with lichen. I
made these abstract paintings because
of my love of moss; I wanted to show
off its beauty and texture in a way that
makes it move across the surface of
the canvas. I chose these birch panels
because of their natural grain pattern,
and the moss for its color and texture. I
also built up acrylic medium against the
moss to make the transition from moss to
canvas gradual. I started by building and
spiraling the moss on the wood, and then
painting the surface with a thin layer of
acrylic, leaving some of the wood grain
visible.

Sarika Goulatia
Member 9 years
I have been a member of the S.O.S from
2006-present. I have a BFA from Carnegie
Mellon University, Pittsburgh PA. I also
have a degree in B.Sc. in Textiles a Masters
in Textile Design and Development. Prior
to my BFA from CMU I worked in the
underserved areas of rural India reviving
dying Textiles and Sculptural Arts.
I am a full time Sculptor and Installation
artist. I create large-scale sculptures
and installations. My work assesses and
investigates current concerns, conflicts
and social issues. My practice is diverse in
media- the theme, material, process and
approach vary but are united conceptually
and tactically reflecting a particular idea.
The process to begin with is personal and
intuitive, however, it becomes premeditated
and directed towards a specific outcome
based on how the materials transform and
transition. Playing with materials is a part
of my ongoing investigation. My works
attempt to transform the context of diverse
commonplace materials and imbues it
with new meaning. The installations don’t
intend to proclaim a particular position,
however, they create opportunities for
heightened perception to confront issues of
morality, chaos and consumerism opening
doors for introspection and dialogue.
The concept of community involvement
has become an important aspect in
developing and evolving my installations.
I became sensitized to the “excesses” of
consumerism after a life threatening
allergic reaction to a prescribed
medication. This event was a catalyst in
changing the foundation materials for my
works. I started using discarded materials
to create off-balance sculptures that appear
in a state of decay.
I have exhibited at the Mattress Factory,
the Pittsburgh Center for the Arts, Space
and 937 Gallery, and The Westmoreland
Museum of American Art. In 2011, my
work "the wars go on with brainwashed
pride, by bloody hands time can't deny"
was shown at a gallery in Brooklyn,
curated by Anthony Allen (Paula Cooper
Gallery). I have upcoming shows at the

Westmoreland Museum of American Art
and the Neu Kirche Contemporary Art
Centre.
Untitled III, 2014, Gesso, Acrylic, Plaster,
Found Cart, Spindle, and Mixed Media,
H53" x W60" D48"
Price: on request (Pictured below)
The alternate fate for all of the objects in this
piece would be in junkyards and landfills. It
is a mixed media sculpture that attempts to
question the "excesses" thrown into landfills.
This was a discarded cart and spindle
available for me to use. I cut and reattached
the two forms with other found objects and
toys to create an abstract visual of a landfill.
The interplay between the 3-dimensional
and the 2-dimensional is central to my work
Untitled IV, 2014, Gesso, Acrylic, Plaster,
Found Tire, Spindle, and Mixed Media,
H48" x W72" D41"
Price: on request
The tire and the spindle were found
objects whereas the toys, umbrellas and
the configuration of the sculpture were a
deliberate decision.
My off-balance, melting sculptures, have a
sense of containment; they are explicably
freestanding, human scale sculptures. They
are my visualization of autonomous bodies
that are a small part of a larger system.
Untitled (15 Wood Panels),
2014-2015, Wood, Sawdust, and HDPE,
H96" x W196" x 6" (Installation dimensions
variable)
Price: on request
On identical wood panels the drill is used
to draw delicate indentations and then
through the process the marks are erased
allowing the space to disappear. The
progression metamorphoses’ into a delicate
fragile structure ultimately reduced to a
pile of sawdust. Wood a natural organic
material was appropriate for the aim of
this work. Juxtaposed with a pile of HDPE
the viewer questions the difference between
natural and manmade.
Untitled (triptych), 2014, Gesso, Acrylic,

Plaster, and Mixed Media, H50" x W125"
x D6"
Price: on request
The triptych depicts catastrophe and chaos
in a city when hit by natural calamities.
The recycled material used to make the
work serves as a reminder and provokes the
viewer into thinking about the phenomenon
of global warming. This 3-dimensional
pure white wall installation is indicative of
a new beginning. The choice of color and
the black line drawings are a confirmation
of a new start. I was intrigued by the idea
of making large-scale wall installations that
are 3-dimensional and protrude from the
wall.
Untitled II, 2014, Plaster, Wire, Found
Radiator, Mixed Media, H53” x W36” x
D41”
Price: on request
My wall installation Untitled (triptych)
was the catalyst for this series. I felt my
wall installations were instrumental in
conceiving my sculptural works. I use found
materials so the radiator and the toys were
materials I found in my studio building I
have been collecting broken/ discarded
toys for a while. Through the myriad of
unfamiliar objects, peeks the familiar; one
sees part of recognizable toys or a VHS
tape sneaking through the unrecognizably
reconfigured objects that simultaneously
evoke nostalgia and revulsion.

Amy Lynne Hoy

in collaboration with Laura DeFazio, Eric Edwards, Howard Burns, & Patricia Millford

Amy Lynne Hoy

Member 4 years
I have been a member of SOS for
about 4 years and I serve on the
Board of Directors, co-chairing
the Membership Committee. I
attended California University of
Pennsylvania for Fine Arts. I am a
full time artist.
I primarily work in mixed media/
assemblage. My subject matter may
vary widely, but is unified through
my emphasis on exploring my
spiritual beliefs and world-view, as
well as ekphrastic content inspired
by favorite literature, music, and art.

joyful energy through sharing it with
others.
I typically work in mixed media; but
with this piece I set a new standard
by using primarily second-hand,
salvaged, and sustainably produced
materials, as I feel that is part of my
responsibility to both my fellow
human beings and the Earth we share.
I would like guests to enjoy
particpating within and expanding
the created space I have provided.
Beyond that, I would like Radiant
Joy to serve as a reminder that the
power of our positive feelings is a gift
available to us at any time that we may
use to make our lives better.

A major accomplishment for me Howard Burns
was when I collaborated on a large- Member 4 years
scale installation that was featured at
the 2008 Burning Man festival.
I have been a member of SOS for
about 4 years and I serve on the Board
Patricia Millford
of Directors in the Membership
Member 5 years
Committee. I attended California
I have been a member of the SOS for a University of Pennsylvania. I am a
total of five years and have served on Locksmith.
the Board of Directors. I hold a Ph.D.
in Communication Studies, and I I primarily work in wood
am a Professor of Communication and plexi-glass. My subject
Studies at California University of matter is usually geometric
Pennsylvania. I work primarily with and non-representational.
fiber and focus on The Spiritual
and The Sacred. I was awarded the
Purchase Award for Art of the State
in 2006 by the State Museum of
Pennsylvania.
I created Radiant Joy because
I wanted to share the knowledge that
we can consciously use the energy
of our positive feelings--such as joy,
love, and gratitude--to improve our
lives and realize our full spiritual and
creative potential. I designed the
piece as an interactive installation to
encourage guests to contemplate what
brings them joy, and then expand that

Edwards, Eric

Member 1 year
I am a new member of the SOS as
of this year. I graduated California
University of Pennsylvania with a
BS in Graphic Design. I work as a
Builder at 84 Lumber Components.
I primarily use charcoal on paper
but often experiment with digital
painting.

title: Radiant Joy
medium: mixed media installation
dimensions: H7.5’ x W6’ x D8’
year: 2014
price: upon request

Stanley Koepke
Member 9 years
I have been a member of
SOS for approximately 9 years.
During that time, I served as the
vice president (6 months) and
president of the organization (11/2 years). I am currently serving
as the Treasurer of SOS.
I have a Bachelors of Arts
degree from California State
University at Sacramento in
political science, a juris doctor

degree from McGeorge School
of Law, University of the Pacific
and an MBA degree in tax from
Golden Gate University in San
Francisco.
I retired in August 2014,
but from 1979 to August 2014
worked as a lawyer specializing in
employee benefit matters.
My primary medium is
the use of found objects in wood
and metal with a particular
interest in rusted or weathered
materials. The subject matter
often relates to the human form.
I have always been a parttime artist. My works have been
displayed in a number of group
shows.
Aged, 2014,
Metal and Wood, H19" x W20" x
D6"
Price: NFS
This piece arose out of the forms
being used, particularly the piece
of rusted metal. It uses items that
most would consider old, ugly and
useless.
The focal point of the piece is
the rusted sheet of metal, which
would normally be discarded or
overlooked as being junk. Instead,
it is a piece of metal with beauty
that is presented like a bloom that
should be noticed and appreciated.

Image 6, 2015,
Metal and Wood, H22" x W9" x
D7"
Price: NFS
The piece arose around the
wooden newel from a staircase.
It reminded me of figures of
saints and angels in medieval
sculptures, but the materials
allowed me to make the image
more
I work with objects in metal and
wood because it gives weight and
presence to a piece such as this
one.
Image 9, 2015,
Metal and Wood, H22" x W9" x
D7"
Price: NFS
I was interested in the abstraction
of the human form, but doing it
in a different way that I had done
in past works. My works have
tended to be heavy, imposing
figures. Here there is a lightness
to the figure.
I used a combination of metals
that are weathered or rusted.
This reflects my interest in aging
and in the vulnerability of the
individual

title: Image 9
medium: metal and wood
dimensions: H22” x W9” x D7”
year: 2015
price: NFS

James Nestor
www.jamesnestor.com
Member 35 years
I have been a member
since 1980. I was on the Board
of Directors in the 1980’s was
President around 1994-1996,
and was the Education liason/
coordinator late nineties.
I have a BFA Sculpture
& Painting 1973, an MA Studio
Sculpture Kent St. Univ. 1974,
Doctor of Art in Fine
Art Sculpture, Carnegie Mellon
Univ. 1979, and I also studied
Architecture at Univ. of Notre
Dame, 1968 and Post-Bacc. studies
At Univ. of Pittsburgh 1978,
and received an
Art
Educ
Certification IUP 1985.
In addition to my sculpting
I have been Professor Emeritus
since 2011, and Professor of
Graduate & Advanced Sculpture at
Indiana Univ. of Pennsylvania for
26 years.
Currently, I work with
assembled materials, in a nonfigurative format. I have also done
performance and video related
works, and larger scale sculptures
in my career.
I learned from Joseph Konzal and
assisted with Robert Smithson’s
Partially
Buried
Woodshed
at Kent. I received a Carnegie
Corporation Grant to attend CMU,
and studied with David Carrier
and Doug Pickering. I have made
artworks, and performance works
throughout the US and Europe. I
had a Senior Fulbright Fellowship
in Managua, Nicaragua; lectured
at three universities in Nanjing,
China region; guest professor in
Zagreb Art Academy, Croatia and
Ljubljana Art Academy, Slovenia;

and Opole University in Poland. I
have had exhibitions in Sarajevo,
Italy, and throughout the United
States. I have had a very fortunate
career interacting with many
talented and creative students,
artists and colleagues.
Gurney,
2014, Steel, Aluminum, and
Membrane, H7' x W36" x D40"
Price $1,200
The awkward stacked silver and
black elements appealed to me,
something of a figurative reference.
I respond to the fragile temporary
feel of the membrane to the rigid
metal structure. The silver gurney
became a kind of tower top to the
linear black elements. I wanted
these materials, but the making and
assembling really fought me all the
way. It interests me that the black
membrane cloth has as much or
more visual punch and energy as the
steel and other linear structures. So
the sculpture is as much a drawing
or monochromatic painting.
Sanctuary (pictured), 2014,
Steel, Cast Aluminum, Membrane,
and Wood, H5'7" x W34" x D26"
Price: $800
I wanted to combine an older
fragment within a simple space
frame, wrapped or shrouded with
the membrane. The use of the
black membrane brings a drawing
like quality and brings feeling to
the structure. Also, the structure
reminds me of sailing vessels, or
vertical masts. This work, like some
of the things I am recently making,
is a bit wounded or flawed, but also
has a heraldic, built feeling.

Duncan MacDiarmid
www.earthviewstudios.com
Member 24 years
I have been a member for 24 years
and was Treasurer for 21 years.
I have a BA in Architecture and
MFA in Sculpture, both from the
University of Pennsylvania.
I am a figurative sculptor/ Art
Handler/ Tile Maker. For my art,
I work mostly with the figure
and portrait. My sculptures are
generally made in terracotta with
a variety of materials added into
the mix when desired. I have had
several public commissions. The
bronze sculpture in front of the
Sewickley Public Library works
surprisingly well in its space both
during the day and at night.
American Gothic on the Move
#1, 2011, Terra Cotta and Mixed
Media, H16" x W9" x D10" Price:
$2,400
I wished to create a pair of sculptural
portraits that had a visual and
artistic kinship.
Terracotta is a warm colored
material when fired. Light and
shadow both respond well to the
color and texture of the clay.
The title of these two pieces
references the famous painting
by Grant Wood. I wanted to
express a similar coolness, but in
a contemporary environment. The
wheels move these sculptures into
a new century where we travel
freely, but often still maintain a
certain emotional distance from one
another.
American Gothic on the Move
#2, 2011, Terra Cotta and Mixed
Media, H16" x W10" x D10"
Price: $2,400 (pictured below)
I had an interest in doing a portrait

in a style that resembled Folk Art.
Terracotta is a very immediate
and malleable material to work in
and requires only firing to make it
permanent. The collaged fabric adds
to the down-home character of the
piece.
I added the wheels to both these
portraits in an effort to make them
dynamic. I did not want them to be
the traditional ‘still’ portraits of the
past.

Fallen Angel, 2014,
Terra Cotta and Mixed Media, H8"
x W12" x D11" Price: $800
I had made the figure and had it
lying around the studio for almost a
year. It always seemed like an angel
figure to me. A photographer I know
gave me a large print that she no
longer wanted. This section looked
like a galaxy to me, so I mounted
it on a block of material that I had
saved from a previous sculpture.
When all the components of this
sculpture came together, I felt like I

had successfully characterized the
gesture of the figure into something
recognizable and emotionally
compelling.
Fountain Figure, 2005, Bronze,
H18" x W8" x D7"
Price: $7,200
While I was teaching a figure class
at Sweetwater Center for the Arts,
I had time to sketch out the pose of
our model and later took it home
and continued working on it. It is a
small-scale version of a sculpture I
envision as life-size.
This piece was originally made in
terracotta, which was later cast in
bronze using the traditional method
of lost wax casting.
The model I used in this class
was very joyful and completely
comfortable with her body. I wanted
to impart that character in the
sculpture, so I incorporated spraying
water as an element, which is meant
to mist the figure from the center of
the flowers at her waist.
Sketch Figure, 2013,
Terra Cotta and Wood, H11" x
W8" x D6" Price: $600
I enjoy creating figurative poses
from memory. This piece became
a study about connecting the pose
with the supporting structure. The
emotional character of this piece
is dream-like. I wanted a sense of
weightlessness and introspection.
I find that clay works well for
piecing together a figure and
connecting it to any needed
supporting structure. You can use
watered down clay for this process
which works pretty much like glue.

Ronald Nigro
I have been a member of SOS
for ten years. I attended Edinboro
State College, with a B.S. in Art
Education, and the University of
Pittsburgh, for Masters Art Education.
I am a recently retired art teacher with
thirty-nine years in public education.
However, I remain an adjunct
instructor at Seton Hill University.
My primary medium is mixed media
constructed sculpture. I have had the
opportunity to exhibit in a wide variety

title: Black Heart
medium: mixed media
dimensions: H48” x W16” x D9” year:
2006 price: $800

of venues regionally, which has been
a wonderful experience. Exhibitions
include Pennsylvania State Museum
of Art, Carnegie Museum, Warhol,
and numerous galleries, festivals, and
both solo and group exhibitions.
Black Heart, 2006, Mixed Media,
H48" x W16" x D9" Price: $800
Vertical in orientation and wall
mounted Black Heart is one of
numerous wall pieces. This piece uses
wood, metal, and technology displaying
a very machine like quality. There are
several unique elements of note. The
crest at the top is a turntable, a small
door opens, and the heart is hand
carved wood.

Price: $900
‘Black Laurel’ in Italian, titled after
completion. I continued the use of
polyester resin the modeled black laurel
is circular fluorescent light bulb. It’s
covered in layers of multiple materials
and finally modeled using the polyester
resin. I added particular detail to the
acid etched nickel silver plates and wire
coils.

Totem, 2014,
Mixed Media, H52" x W29" x D8"
Price: $800
The most recent of the five pieces here
Totem explores multiple perspectives
simultaneously. Wood and metal
prevail although from less typical
sources. Opening doors, dry point
Blue Diamond No. 3, 2009, Mixed etched disc, and layers of objects add
Media, H39" x W18" x D12" Price: details connecting the contemporary
$700
and spiritual aspect of the Totem.
Continuing to explore the same general
direction this piece introduces the
technique of a sculpted surface utilizing
polyester resin. Wood and technology
salvage remain constant. The addition
of several sections of glass and stained
glass mimic the blue painted surface
as well as the textural elements of resin
and glass.
Celebration, 2008, Mixed Media,
H36" x W16" x D11" Price: $750
One of a large series of works involving
a variety of materials. Wood scraps,
picture frames, and turned legs
complete the framework. It consists of
aluminum ribbons acid etched and
painted copper plate, stained glass,
copper enameled borders and accents,
and salvaged technology mechanicals.
Celebration displays a connection to
the spiritual or religious influences.
Nero Alloro, 2010,
Mixed Media, H24" x W13" x D12"

title: Celebration
medium: mixed media
dimensions: H36” x W16” x D11”
year: 2008 price: $750

Kevin O’Toole
Informed by precise
geometry and careful preliminary
plotting, minimalist sculptor
Kevin O’Toole’s wood creations
convey a sense of permanence
and mass, while featuring subtle,
organic lines and fleeting plays of
light. Opening January 20, 2014
at the Society for Contemporary
Craft's (SCC) satellite gallery
at BNY Mellon Center, Kevin
O’Toole:
Recent
Works
showcases the artist's masterful
use of wood and metallic accents
throughout his latest body
of work. The twelve featured
sculptures highlight the shifting
contrasts between materials and
the dynamic qualities of light on
polished surfaces. The exhibit
runs through April 20, 2014.
Born in St. Louis, MO,
O’Toole graduated with an
M.F.A. from Pennsylvania State
University in 1978 after receiving
a B.A. from Cornell University.
Initially attracted to wood for
its convenience, and durability,
O’Toole states, “Although I
have never considered myself a
‘woodworker,’ I now rarely think
in terms of another material.”

An established artist
nationwide, O’Toole’s work
has been shown regionally at
The Mattress Factory and the
Westmoreland Museum of
American Art.

195-00, 2000,
Mahogany and Aluminum
Leaf, H12" x W24" x D12"
Price: NFS
284-06, 2006,
Maple and Enamel, H36" x
W8.5" x D8.5" Price: NFS
302-08, 2008,
Cherry and Bronze Leaf, H48"
x W6" x D6" Price: NFS
368-14, 2014,
Mahogany and Enamel, H36"
x W24" x D3.75" Price: $1,800

title: 195-00
medium: mahogany, aluminum leaf
dimensions: H12” x W24”
x D12” year: 2000
price: NFS

title: 302-08
medium: cherry, bronze leaf
dimensions: H48” x W6” x D6”
year: 2008 price: NFS

Laura Phillips
Laura Phillips was born in Pittsburgh, PA. She has travelled a great amount of America and
has drawn inspiration from its landscape and people.
She currently works at a Waldorf School, where she has been inspired by the softer-side of life,
keeping ones hands busy, and has learned the importance of rhythms of meditative work and
enjoyment. She works with very small children and considers it an honor.
She currently lives in the Garfield neighborhood of Pittsburgh. She is member of the Society
of Sculptors of Pittsburgh and has shown art throughout Pittsburgh in small shows and coffee
shops.

title: What I’ve Gathered
medium: wool, gathered sticks, stones, shells,
handmade wooden box
dimensions: H5” x W15” x D15”
year: 2014
price: $450

Meg Prall
www.megprall.com
Meg Prall recieved her B.F.A. in Sculpture, with a minor in
printmaking from California University of Pennsylvania in
the spring of 2010. She is a member of the Fiber Arts Guild
of Pittsburgh and serves on the board of directors for
the Pittsburgh Society of Sculptors.

Follow, 2009-present, Nylon monofilament,
50 yard length x 10" diameter tube (Installation dimensions variable) Price: NFS

empowerment – is the primordial cosmic energy and represents the dynamic forces that are
thought to move through the entire universe in Hinduism. Shakti is the concept, or
personification, of divine feminine creative power, sometimes referred to as 'The Great
Divine Mother' in Hinduism. On the earthly plane, Shakti most actively manifests through
female embodiment and creativity/fertility, though it is also present in males in its
potential, unmanifest form.

Laura DeFazio
Priscilla
Pfanstiel-Robinson
Not onlyand
is the Shakti
responsible for creation,
it is also the agent of all change. Shakti is
cosmic existence as well as liberation, its most significant form being the Kundalini Shakti,

mysterious
psychospiritual
force. Shakti exists in a state of svātantrya, dependence on noLaura DeFazio
serving aone,
as
Vice
President.
being interdependent with the entire universe.” Excerpt from Wikipedia.
Member 17+ years
She’s won numerous awards,
Laura DeFazio is a and curated
many regional
The initial idea for this project was conceived by Priscilla Pfanstiel Robinson on her trip to
India in October
of 2011 with
Pittsburgh-based artist whose exhibitions,
including
oneher spiritual
of group. During this trip, Ms. Pfanstiel visited the
Khamakhya Temple, a complex of temples dedicated to the different forms of the Mother
work
includes
drawing, the largest
of theThe middle chamber of this temple, through a caveGoddess,exhibitions
the Creator and Destroyer.
like
opening,
leads
to
the
sanctum
sanctorum, through which runs a red stream, and whichTree of S
sculpture and photography. She 19th International Sculpture
honors the creative symbolism of the the female reproductive parts of this goddess, knownPriscilla Pfan
is a Professor of Art and Design Conference.
InShakti,
addition
to The temple is an ancient site, considered to be a
as Kamakhya,
Sati or Kali.
powerful center for tantric worship of this goddess.
at California University of creating her own work, Ms.
“Shakti (De
Pennsylvania, where she’s taught DeFazioAccording
has worked
hardintothegive
to mythology
Kalika Purana, the bride, Sati, the Yielder of Desires,empowermen
married
Shiva, the Giver
of Salvation, against her father’s wishes. To reinforce histhought to m
since 1997. A primary focus of back to the
community
by creating
displeasure, her father held a celebration and grand Vedic sacrifice, inviting all of thepersonificatio
Ms. DeFazio's work is public opportunities
for students
and Despite
the Shiva’s protest, Sati attended. Insulted and angryDivine Mothe
dieties except
for Sati and Shiva.
with
her
father,
Sati
threw
herself
into
the
fire,
to
render
this
sacrifice
impure.
Shiva, enraged and grief-stricken over this senseless lossfemale embo
art, creating ofinviting
and usable next generation of artists in the
his betrothed, picked up her lifeless body and carried it over his shoulder, dancing a frenzied dance of destruction throughout thepotential, unm
public spaces
thatvowing
incorporate
area
to exhibit
theirThework
universe,
not to stop untilregional
her body was
completely
rotted away.
other gods, afraid of their own annihilation, attempted toNot only is th
intervene, and Vishnu threw his disc, cutting the corpse of Sati into pieces. Her body parts fell all over India. These places are revered ascosmic existe
seating areas,"Shakti
sculpture,
natural
andorgans,
become
members
peethas." Sati’s
reproductive
the Yoni,active
are said to
have fallen atof
the site of this temple, and that is why the temple wasa mysterious
at this location.
Also, according
to communities
mythology, the supreme
creative power of Bhrahma was challenged by Shakti, the Motherone, being int
elements, andbuilt
sometimes
imagery
their
as well.
Goddess, and Bhrahma from then on could only create with the blessings of the Yoni, as the sole creative principle. After
into her creations
for people
much atonement,
Bhrahma to
brought down a luminescent body of light from space and directed it within the Yoni circle, which was
created
by
the
Goddess.
This
interact and live with. Her largeKamakhya Temple is considered the abode of Shakti, the Granter of Desires.
The initial ide
India in Octo
scale, permanent
public art can
This Kamakhya Temple is considered to be a very powerful temple, and is a common site of pilgrimage by both individuals and couplesKhamakhya T
in search ofat
fertility,
or the fulfillment of desires. Within the enclosed grounds of the temple stands a tree, with a thick band of red stringGoddess, the
be seen regionally
Ohiopyle,
tied around it. At this temple, Ms. Pfanstiel learned that the act of wrapping a string around this tree, and tying the knot, is consideredlike opening,
PA, and thesymbolically
Uniontown
Public
to complete
a prayer. As she further inquired about this magnificent tree, she learned that this ritual of tying the string ishonors the cr
for men. Hermedia
experience at this temple, and her overwhelming desire to tie a string around this tree, had great impact on her,as Kamakhya
Library. Ms.reserved
DeFazio’s
triggering a profound personal experience in recognizing the need for empowerment for women around the world. This experience led topowerful cen
for her public
include
her art
conception
of this stone,
project.
According to
cast cement, and fibers, while
Upon returning home, Ms. Pfanstiel shared her vision with a friend, Laura DeFazio, whom she knew to be on a parallel path, havingmarried Shiv
her drawingspent
andnearly
smaller
scale
two decades advocating for human rights, and working to empower generations of college students to value, respect anddispleasure, h
advocate for architecture
the rights of women, minorities, and all in need of a voice. Ms. Pfanstiel’s idea resonated with Ms. DeFazio, and thedieties except
sculpture incorporate
with her father, Sati threw herself into the fire, to render th
collaboration began which resulted in this project. Inspired by the vision of
and a wide variety
of and
media.
of his betrothed, picked up her lifeless body and carried
this temple,
the call The
of the Dalai Lama for the women of the Western
universe, vowing not to stop until her body was completel
World
to
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the
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in
creating
world
peace
through
advocating
for
the
subject matter of her work spans
intervene, and Vishnu threw his disc, cutting the corpse of
equal rights of women around the globe, these two women decided to bring
"Shakti peethas." Sati’s reproductive organs, the Yoni, are
from the intimate
to of the prayer tree at the Kamakhya Temple to
this symbolicportrait,
spiritual practice
built at this location. Also, according to mythology, the s
their own community. They and other women together spent many hours
personal or wrapping
phenomenological
Goddess, and Bhrahma from then on could only crea
this tree with threads, in prayer and meditation. As of the time of
much atonement, Bhrahma brought down a luminescent b
this writing, they
have completed
social commentary
about
our approximately 24 miles of prayer.
created by the Goddess. This Kamakhya Temple is conside
present-day culture’s
challenges,
to invite you to reflect and consider the women
Ms. Pfanstiel
and Ms. DeFazio
in your life,
women globally whose human rights are compromised,
the lives and habits
of and
thetheanimals
This Kamakhya Temple is considered to be a very powerfu
and the means by which those of us in a position to help can assist in their
in search of fertility, or the fulfillment of desires. Within th
that share ouradvancement.
lives and As
planet.
a start, Ms. Pfanstiel and Ms. DeFazio invite you to
tied around it. At this temple, Ms. Pfanstiel learned that th
participate symbolically, or in prayer, and tie your own strings around this
symbolically to complete a prayer. As she further inquired
Originally
from
Western
Tree of Shakti in support of women around the world to embrace their means
reserved for men. Her experience at this temple, and her o
for self-empowerment,
and come together to create change.
PA, Ms. DeFazio
holds an MFA
triggering a profound personal experience in recognizing th
her conception of this project.
from Kent State University and
BFA from Indiana University
Upon returning home, Ms. Pfanstiel shared her vision wit
of PA. She has been very active
spent nearly two decades advocating for human rights, an
advocate for the rights of women, minorities, and all in
in the Pittsburgh art scene for
collaboration began which resulted in this project. Inspire
this temple, and the call of the Dalai Lama for the wome
many years, and has served on
World to pave the way in creating world peace through a
the Board of Directors of the
equal rights of women around the globe, these two women
this symbolic spiritual practice of the prayer tree at the Kam
Society of Sculptors since 1998
their own community. They and other women together s
in various capacities, including
wrapping this tree with threads, in prayer and meditation.

this writing, they have completed approximately 24 miles o

Ms. Pfanstiel and Ms. DeFazio invite you to reflect and co
in your life, and the women globally whose human rights
and the means by which those of us in a position to help

Priscilla Pfanstiel-Robinson
Member 14 years
Priscilla
PfanstielRobinson is an award-winning
Pittsburgh artist, who is very
active in the Pittsburgh art
scene. Currently Priscilla chairs
the Guild Exhibition Committee
at the Pittsburgh Center for
the Arts and is the immediate
past president for the Society
of Sculptors. She has been a
member of SOS since 2001.
Priscilla holds a B.A. in
art education from Kent State
University with further study
in fine arts and art therapy.
For many years, Ms. PfanstielRobinson created both small
and large-scale abstract work,
living, curvilinear, playful tall
forms created of plywood or
Cor-ten steel. For the past
several years her work has taken
on a softer, more feminine tone
and conceptual and meditative
approach as seen in the Tree of
Shakti piece.
Recently
Priscilla
completed her professional
coaching certification from
Duquesne University. Pursuing
her coaching profession Priscilla
founded Purpose Passion Resolve
Coaching and Consulting.
She comes to coaching with
a diverse background as an
HR professional, equestrienne
trainer and instructor, artist, and
presenter. Priscilla empowers
individuals to pursue their
dreams, navigate transitions,
create work life balance, and
renew their passion. Her clients

embrace new perspectives, gain
tools for deeper self-awareness,
are energized with confidence,
and create a life of fulfillment.
Priscilla
lives
in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, with
her husband, Lee, her son, Zevn
and their dog, Seneca. As a
family they enjoy music, the arts,
nature, meditation, travelling,
biking, and the beach.

Stuart Thompson
www.stuart-thompson.com

matter, in both clay and painting, Sculpture, even low relief such as
is almost universally involving this piece, can have a presence not
He has been a member for of nature.
quite achievable in strictly
approximately 40 years. He
has a Ph.D. in Art Education Occasionally he will do a piece 2-D. That it is fabricated in clay
from Penn State, with a studio involving social commentary, additionally allows for an easy
emphasis in clay.
but this is the exception.
infusion of color.
He is now retired, but is still a
Professor of Art Emeritus, at
Seton Hill University. Prior to
teaching at Seton Hill, he taught
Jr.-Sr. High School Art. He is
also a 23 yr. veteran of the U.S.
Naval Reserve, retiring as a
Captain.

The piece is fired three times: the
first as a bisque firing, the second
Great Allegheny Passage, Fall, to fuse the underglazes
2015, Ceramic (low relief), H20"
x W26" x D1" Price: NFS
and standard glaze border,
and a third time to fuse a clear
I do a lot of biking, both road overglaze.
and rail-to-trail. This section of
the GAP – east of Ohiopyle -- has
His preferred media is currently always enchanted me.
evenly split between clay and
painting. His preferred subject

Cydra Vaux
(1962-2013)
Member 12 years
Cydra Vaux was a member of
SOS from 2001 until 2013, when she
passed away from cancer. She attended
Seton Hill twice-- first for a B.A. in
Theater from 1981-84, and then again
from 1995-97 for her coursework in Art
Education. From 2000-2013, Cydra was
an art teacher at Shady Side Academy
Junior School, Pittsburgh, PA.
Cydra’s work has been
recognized by the online Feminist
Art Base, which is maintained by
the Brooklyn Museum's Elizabeth A.
Sackler Center for Feminist Art. Other
awards include: Benedum Teaching
Fellowship to study figurative sculpture
in India (2005), the Fulbright Hays
Group Project Abroad Grant/one
month travel in Brazil (2009), and the
Vivian Lehman Award for Portraiture
(2010). In October 2013, Cydra
had a posthumous solo show at the
Westmoreland Museum of American
Art in Greensburg, PA The show
was entitled The Sacred Feminine:
Figurative Sculpture by Cydra Vaux.
Cydra’s sculptures focus on the
terracotta figure. Her work is firmly
rooted in feminist art history. Cydra
reimagines and reclaims the lives of
historical and mythological women
by reassigning meaning through a
feminist lens. She sought to depict the
divine feminine. Through 2008, Cydra
viewed her work as utopian, imagining
a world where women and men validate
each other. To this end the hallmark of
her sculptures was order, symmetry,
harmony, and beauty. Making
sculptures that are often multi-sided,
Cydra used sculpture as a metaphor for
multiple viewpoints. Seemingly fixed
images morph among different vantage
points, and the sculpture becomes an
allegory for mercurial thoughts and
shifting perspectives. This tension
between seemingly opposite sides fits
well with her exploration of the yinyang as it is expressed through female/

male, secular/divine, image/word, and
life/death. Cydra wrote in detail about
her sculptures, and she considered these
words to be an essential dimension of
her art.
Following the recurrence
of cancer is 2009, Cydra’s sculptures
expressed her struggles with this crisis.
Death and the Divine became figures
struggling to resolve the irresolvable.
These pieces depict how Cydra
courageously navigated the challenges
imposed by her illness, its treatment,
and the prospect of death. In creating
these sculptures, Cydra made manifest
her inner struggles. She drew strength
from symbols, characters, and allegories
that defiantly declared that despite her
dire circumstances she could stand
tall in their company. Cydra has left us
lessons on how to live life with courage,
creativity, and compassion.
Creation Story, 2008, Terra Cotta, H21
x W8" x D8" Price: NFS
This piece envisions men and women
working together to create order, beauty
and life. It moves beyond the narrow
confines of a dogmatic creation story,
and instead presents our religious myths
as a symbolic dialogue that inspires and
comforts us, mirroring back to us our
past, present and future dreams.
Medusa Revisioned (pictured) , 2002,
Terra Cotta, H18" x W16" x D11"
Price: NFS
When the Greeks rewrote Medusas’
history, her many faceted character
was reduced to that of a terrifying
gorgon who turned men to stone. Cydra
reclaims Medusa as pre-Greek people
might have perceived her. This Medusa
expresses a placid countenance with a
simultaneous inward and outward gaze.
The snakes on her head represent female
wisdom, and an embodiment of the
ideas and potential energy within each
woman. Medusa the destroyer is seen
here as a protector of the future, which is

symbolized by the snake egg she tenderly
holds in her hand.
My Nurse and I and Frida Kahlo, 2013,
Terra Cotta, H19" x W6" x D8" Price:
NFS
This piece is in response to painter Frida
Kahlo’s My Nurse and I.
“I have always been drawn to Frida
Kahlo because of her colorful imagery,
and her unique vision that was not
filtered through anyone else’s lens. Frida
Kahlo’s own health challenges draw me
closer to her for comfort and guidance on
how to emotionally navigate a chronic
illness.”
Frida stands with her arms in a cradle,
mimicking the bear’s arms with the
implication that Frida holds me in her
arms like a child. The bear claw-like
necklace around her neck also links
her to the bear. Her arms wrap around
herself as if she is comforting and holding
her own body, a mother to herself.
This was Cydra’s last completed sculpture.
Remarkably, Cydra’s date of death was
the same as Frida’s—July 13 (Frida died
in 1954 at age 47).

Gary Zak
Member 10+ years
I have a B.A. Studio Arts from
University of Pittsburgh with
departmental honors. I began
www.zakdesigns.com
as
an
independent
exhibit
design
company in 1993, also a
videographer and photographer.
I work in various media- it varies
depending on my conceptual idea
and how best to execute it visually.
I have been a longtime member of
Associated Artists of Pittsburgh
and Pittsburgh Art Society.

embarrassment. There is also a deeper
meaning or commentary that I try
to convey as well about being single
and sleeping around. (see my original
poem on inside of boxer shorts)
"Falling into their fantasy, Mattress
Nomads in the carnal carnival, poach
each other private properties for their
amusement."

Complexities Between Wright and
Wrong, 2000, Mixed Media, H35" x
W48" x D17"Price: $3,500
Part of the ‘Architecture
Series’, each wall sculpture was
Carnal Carnival, 1992,
influenced by current architecture
Mixed Media, H17: x W17" x D22" (both new modern style and decaying
Price: NFS
suburban buildings).
A sculpture that portrays the This series of three dimensional
local folks growing up and saying the compositions is a departure from
phrase, Kennywood's Open. This was my normal creative process.
secret verbal hint to a male that his Similar to jazz, I allowed myself
zipper was open without causing an more spontaneity and used more
improvisation to achieve
the end results.
On
average,
each
composition took about
eight months to finish
due to the slow glue dying
process,
finding
and
altering materials, and my
overall satisfaction of each
vision.
Even though the process was
influenced by architectural
sites, my overall criteria was
that each formation look
more like abstract art than
architectural scale models.
This was accomplished
by incorporating textures
such as sewing thread
or wire, small industrial
castoffs and exposed tricel
honeycomb inner structure.
Finally, each and every
element that composed

the final piece had to look like an
integrated vision.
Cubist Rebirth of Cool, 2009,
Aluminum, Steel and Bungee Cords,
96"square footprint, 84" x 72" x 72"
Price: $8700
The basic concept behind the
development of this sculpture was the
entire structure can be configured into
various formations. It is a series of
nine open framed cubes are attached
at key intersections to allow flexibility
of movement from one from the other.
Each 20" x 20" cube is composed of
four L-shaped aluminum corners
with eight black crossing flat arms.
Each corner of these intersections is
a black button head cap screw with
corresponding rubber-insulated rivet
nut. With Allan wrench, I can loosen
or tighten each of these pivot points
for positional shape like a cube or
trapezoid. With the contrast of black
and silver open frames, each cube
segment can collapse, expand or
pivots for the desired composed form.
This piece was inspired by the jazz of
the late Miles Davis.
Novocain for the Soul, 1996,
Mixed Media, H35" x W48" x D16"
Price: NFS
PhotoSHOPPING the Pop Legend's
Epitaph, 2007,
Mixed Media,
Wall Panel - 60" x 60" Table - W26" x
26" Price $4,800
This is a commemorative
spoof of Andy Warhol being a
pop artist depicted by an A & W
Root Beer bottle with his brief
achievements as labeled ingredients.
An interactive online site is available
to explore the hidden gems behind
this artwork: http://www.zakdesigns.
com/insidewarhol/#

S.O.S - Past and Present

Image Archive

Anders Anderson,
Soffiato,
2013, Steel, H32" x
W20" x
D16"

Anders Anderson,
2014, Wood and
x
W44” x

Truss Bench,
Steel, H19”
D14”

Elizabeth
Asche Douglas,
Found Wood and Bone, H19"
x
D5"

Bone Clone,
x
W19"

Elizabeth
Wood, H13”

Maze, Found

Asche Douglas,

Elizabeth
Asche Douglas,
Phantasm,
Found Wood, H34” x
W16” x
D13”

Elizabeth
Asche Douglas,
Dude, 2003,
Found Wood
and Paint, H36”
x
W17” x
D15”

Elizabeth
Asche Douglas,
Deaf
Deck, Mixed Materials,
H16” x
x
D12”

Audio
W12”

PatriciaBeachley,

16

Yarns: Did

Your First
W42"

Time, 2014, Cast

x

year:

D3"

PatriciaBeachley,
Would Be
Cast

Know It

aluminum,		

H8"

Was
x

2014

16

Different

Yarns: I

Thought

Things

After the

Baby

Born, 2013,

Aluminum,		 H8"

PatriciaBeachley,

Go,

Wood, H9"

W32" x

x

He

x

2012, Cast

Was

W55" x

3"

Aluminum

and

Aluminum

and

Aluminum

and

D5"

PatriciaBeachley,

Hold, 2010, Cast

Wood, H30" x

W26" x

PatriciaBeachley,

XO,

Wood, H30" x

W28" x

D6”

2010, Cast
D6"

Peter Calaboyias,

Aegean Sun

H14"x W11" x

D5"

Peter Calaboyias,

Cauldron

H14" x

9"

D

Peter Calaboyias,

Loutroforo,

H19" x

x

W9"

D5"

II,

2008, Bronze Cast,

XII,

2000, Bronze Cast,

2000, Bronze Cast,

Ashley Jean

Hickey, Cherished, 2013,

Gypsum,

Plastic, and

Ashley Jean

Hickey, From the

Gypsum,

Moss, and Paper, H12 x

Ashley Jean

Hickey, In

Gypsum,

Wood, Leaves, Seeds, and

W20" x

D8"

Ashley Jean

Hickey, Pouring,

Lichen, and

Acrylic on

Moss, H10" x W10" x

Our

Woods,2012,
W8

Hickey, Swinging,

Lichen, and

Acrylic on

D15"

Hands, 2012,
Resin, H20"

2013, Moss,

Price: $250

Price: $250

x

Birch Panel, 11”x14”

Ashley Jean

D6"

2013, Moss,

Birch Panel, 11”x14”

x

Amy Lynne Hoy, in collaboration with Howard Burns, Laura DeFazio,
Eric Edwards, and Patricia Milford, Radiant Joy, 2014, Mixed Media
Installation, H7.5' x W6' x D8'

Stanley Koepke,
H19" x

Aged, 2014, Metal

W20" x

Image 6,

H22" x

x

2015, Metal

and

Wood,

2015, Metal

and

Wood,

D7"

Stanley Koepke,

Image 9,

H22" x

x

W9"

Wood,

D6"
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W9"

and

D7"

Duncan

MacDiarmid, American

#1,

2011, Terra Cotta and

W9"

x

Duncan
#2,

Gothic on
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Move

x
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Figure, 2005,

the
x

D11"

Move

Meg Prall, Follow, 2009-present, Nylon monofilament,
50 yard length x 10" diameter tube (Installation dimensions variable)
Price: NFS
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2015, Ceramic (low
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relief), H20" x
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W26" x
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D1"
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x
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